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NEW FROM NEW MADRID
BY LAURA HUNT ANGEL

seen today. The largest, near
Hayti, Missouri, is nearly a mile
and a half long. It is known by
locals as “The Beach.”

T

his past March 15, an
earthquake measuring
3.6 on the Richter scale
struck near the tiny town of
Wickliffe, Kentucky, whose
population hovers around 700.
Exactly one week later, a second
quake — this one measuring 3.2
— hit the same town.
Ordinarily, quakes of this
size receive minimal attention.
However, these minor tremors
rattled more than just a few
pieces of china. The reason they
turned so many scientific heads
is that Wickliffe lies a mere 55
miles from the town of New
Madrid, Missouri, the epicenter
of three of the largest quakes to
ever rock the globe.
Small quakes are quite
common throughout the region,
and no one really knows if, or
when, another huge temblor will
hit. However, if another large
quake were to strike in the New
Madrid seismic zone today, it
would devastate the nearby
cities of St. Louis and Memphis,
creating a trail of destruction
all the way to New Orleans. For
these reasons, though the odds
may be low, seismic activity is
closely monitored.

THE FOAMING RIVER

A New Madrid dig site clearly shows the pattern of a sand blow.

Nelson County near Louisville,
wrote:
“If we do not get away from
here the Earth is going to eat
GOING CRAZY
us alive. We had another one of
The first known earthquake
them earthquakes yesterday and
to hit near New Madrid
today the ground still shakes
happened on Christmas Day in
at times. We are all about to go
1699. It was small, but a group
crazy — from pain and fright.
of explorers making their way
We cannot do anything until
up the Mississippi felt it and it
we find our animals or get
was recorded in the journal of a
some more. We have not found
French missionary. In the years enough to pull the wagons.
after, there were probably many
Grist’s panicked notation was
more small quakes, but the
written one day after the largest
region was so sparsely populated of all the quakes, which many
that they were not reported.
estimate to have measured 8.8
After the Revolutionary War,
on the Richter scale. Two other
frontier settlement began in
large quakes, which happened
earnest, but still, any seismic
on Dec. 16, 1811, and Jan. 23,
activity went unnoticed until the 1812, measured as much as 8.0
big ones finally hit.
and 8.6, respectively. The three
On Feb. 8, 1812, George
earth-shattering quakes rocked
Heinrich Grist, who lived in
the eastern United States all

the way to the coast. First Lady
Dolly Madison felt the tremors
at the White House, and in
Boston, the church bells rang.
The last of the large quakes
resulted in the Mississippi river
reversing its current.
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breathing difficulties.
In addition to the fogs,
loud thunder and booming
noises could be heard at
great distances. (A series of
loud noises heard by Ozark,
Arkansas, residents in 2015 lead
to a fear that the New Madrid
fault was preparing to shift
THE END OF THE WORLD
again. Eventually, though, the
Accompanying the series
noise subsided without further
of quakes, which lasted from
incident.) Strange flashing lights
1811 to 1815, were a number
often appeared before or during
of seemingly supernatural
quakes, too. We now know
occurrences. Coupled with the
that the lights were caused by
ongoing War of 1812, many
believed at the time that, indeed, extreme pressure on quartz
the end of the world was at hand. crystals deep in the earth.
Settlers in the area later said that Scientists call these earthquake
lights “seismoluminescence.”
often after one of the quakes, a
In some places, warm water
fog filled the air so dense that
spouted out of the ground and
even a torch couldn’t penetrate
great bursts of sand spewed
it. A foul stench ensued,
out onto plowed fields. Some
and many living in the
of these sand blows can still be
area experienced severe

The best-known stories of the
New Madrid earthquakes are
probably those of Eliza Bryan,
a New Madrid resident at the
time, and the prophetic vision
of Shawnee Chief Tecumseh.
However, there are dozens
of others who also recorded
the events at the time or gave
first-hand accounts afterward.
Steamboat Captain Nicholas
Roosevelt was on the Ohio River
near Owensboro with his wife,
daughter and newly-born son on
the night of Dec. 16 when the
first of the big quakes rumbled
through. That night, the family
dog, a Labrador named Tiger,
refused to sleep in his usual spot
on the deck and instead spent
the night in the ship’s cabin with
the family. Their next stop was
to be at Henderson where they
planned to visit with friend, John
James Audubon and his wife,
Lucy.
Upon arrival at Henderson,
they found Audubon and his
wife aboard a boat in the middle
of the Ohio River. There was
severe damage to the riverbank
from many trees that had
tumbled into the water, but the
Audubon’s themselves were
unharmed.
As Roosevelt’s steamboat
entered Indian territory on Dec.
18, they were forced to outrun
a group of Indians who blamed
the earthquakes on his “fire
canoe.” The family reached New
Madrid the next day, finding the
town utterly destroyed. They
set anchor on an island, but
overnight the whole island was
swallowed by the river. Without
fail, Tiger the Labrador faithfully
warned the family of impending
quakes.
SEE MADRID/PAGE C6

Millennials, hoping to find
real connections, ban booze
BY KELLI KENNEDY
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. — It’s not really
about the meal at the monthly Conscious Family Dinner, although there is plenty of vegan
Indian food.
You can spend time in a cuddling sanctuary, sit down with a tarot reader, chat career
goals with a life coach or sit in on an acro-yoga
sex psychotherapy presentation. And there’s
almost always some form of dancing.
But what’s inconspicuously missing is alcohol.
Creator Ben Rolnik says the dinners are
about creating a new form of play that facilitates
meaningful connections, not the vapid chitchat
that often proliferates at cocktail parties or bars.
The reception to the dry dinners, held at various spots in Los Angeles but expanding soon
nationwide, has been impressive, with each of
the 200-person event selling out. Tickets cost
about $35.
“It’s like a journey more than a dinner,”
said Rolnick, a 26-year-old yogi and former

“I’m just one part of a much, much
bigger movement that’s happening. It’s
not so much about whether alcohol is
there or not ... people are just looking
for ways to connect around things that
they value and are passionate about.”
— Justin Henderson

creator of event company Bender

talent manager.
Similar parties are popping up across the
country, notably in New York, Miami and Chicago, tapping into an itch from millennials to
find meaningful connections and purpose even
in their night life.
When Justin Henderson, who created the
event company Bender, hosted his first few
Associated Press | Kathy Willens
events in Chicago a few years ago, he served Bottles of water and flavored tea are displayed March 8 during The Shine, an alcoalcohol, but noticed ver y few people were hol-free social event at a chic hotel in the Williamsburg neighborhood in the
imbibing.
Brooklyn borough of New York. These events, which are popping up in New York,
Los Angeles and Chicago, are part of a trend fueled by millennials seeking to find
SEE BOOZE/PAGE C6
meaningful connections while they party,
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squeeze the juice over all; toss it into the pan if
you wish. Roast for about 45 minutes, or until
the garlic is soft and the feta is golden. Toss
lightly and serve as a side dish, or serve with
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and slightly browned. Garnish with basil and let
stand about 5 minutes before serving.
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issue of not having alcohol. It probably is to the
benefit of the event,” said
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together.
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group of about 20 to a
manner.
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reggae dance or boxing —
before hitting four different
juice bars around New York
for her popular Juice Crawl.
Her first event in 2014 sold
out.
“I wanted an alternative
where you could hang out
with people and not feel the
effects of alcohol and also
highlight that you don’t really need it. It’s about highlighting the relationships
with people,” said Garcia, a
30-year-old trumpet player
who found it dif ficult to
socialize after going vegan.
Sober raves, like Daybreaker and Morning Glor yville, have been growing in popularity in recent
years where partiers show
up at dawn, dressed in their
coolest, black-light glowing athleisure and dance
their cares away. Afterward,
there’s massage, juices and
other healthy treats. Daybreaker is hitting up Miami
next month where partygoers will gather at 9 a.m. for
yoga at the Fontainebleau’s
Glimmer Terrace, followed
by a live DJ and dancing.
The Softer Image bans
not just alcohol but shoes as
well. Healers open the space
with group rituals, artists
showcase their work and
DJs supply heart-opening
dance music. There’s even
sound baths, hypnotists and
31-year-old founder Luke
Simon does reiki healings
at the events where the
motto is “let’s get psychic
not blacked
out. Let’s
get
Content
Agency,
LLC.
wild without getting sick.
Let’s get turnt while staying
woke.”
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